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TOCCOA, GEORGIA INVITES BREMCFASTERS
Responding to an invitation from neighboring Toccoa, Georgia, the
South Carolina Breakfast Club will descend on that fair city on SUNDAY, JUNE 16, for a taste of the Peach State's hospitality. Toccoa,
located approximately forty miles west of-Anderson, has promised the
full treatment for the Breakfast .Clubbers, and will go all out to
make - the visit pleasant. The airport is located north-east of the
city, and for the benefit of those who att~nded the · recent pilot
clinic in Columbia, it is on radial 326 from the Anderson QI.INI. Land
before 10:00 A.M., breakfast at 10:20. An excellent airport.
The weather finally cooperated and the Anderson meeting of June
2 was attended by over 100 Breakfast Club members in 45 planes.

SOUTH CAROLINA LAGS -IN RADIO USE
A situation exists in Sou'th Carolina which may seriously effect
future navigational facilities, and reflects negligence on the part
of aircraft op~rators within the state. Radio contacts with navigational facilities are the only basis that can be used by the C.A.A.
in determining future installations and need. One western state, · for
instance, with fewer aircraft in operation than South Carolina averages twenty-five t6 1hirty thousand ~adio contacts per year, while
S6uth Carolina average~ in the neighborhood of thitteen thousand • .
This means, simply, that South Carolina aircraft owners are not filing flight plans and in general are not using their radios.If you are going to fly frcim Charleston to Spartanburg, file a
flight plan, and then give a radio position report to Columbia when
passing that station. It is only by such actions that we can assure
the future of navigational aids in the state. USE YOUR RADIO.

SEATA CONVENTION TO BE KELL ATTENDED
The Southeastern Aviation Trades Association has proved its interest by flooding the Aeronautics Commission with reservaticns for~
its convention to be held at Daytona Beach on June 18, 19, 20. Mor~
than a hundred reservations have been received for the three-day stay
at the Casa Linda Club Hotel on the beach at Daytona, and a good many
are planning a longer stay to combine business with a vacation trip.
The convention rates apply for those arriving before the convention
or staying later.
,
If you plan to attend the ,convention, but have not yet made your
reservations, please : get them in at once to the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission, P·. 0. Box 1176, Columbia, S • . C. Anyone interested
in aviation is most welcome!
.
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COLilliBIA AIRPORT - A CREDIT
While other city agencies are clamoring· for more appropriations,
it was a pleasure .to note that "lVIonk" Shand, manager of Columbia Airports, not only did not request . mon~y from the city gov~rnment, but
reported an operating P.r9:f·~r P:f i ·~. ~2>.r~y~: $5;, ogo . for··· th~ i current year.
The airport operationally and ma1ntenance · w1se has been self supporting for several years.
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DlCREASE IN USE OF OWENS FIELD PROJIIPTS 'WARNING
The increase in use of Owens Field by both student and transient
planes has prompted a stron_g ly worded warning by both the CAA and the
Aeronautics Commission that traffic patterns which in some cases are
non-standard must be followed. Traffic patterns for both east and
west landings are to the so~th of the field. Tr~ffic patterns for the
northwest and southeast runways are to the southwest. A large traffic
indicator showing traffic direction for each runway has been placed
near the windsock in the grass area in front of the Aeronautics Commission hangar. Standard rules for entering and leaving the traffic pattern must be followed. Normal field rules apply and are posted in the
Aeronautics Commission's office.
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The crop dusting season is now well under way, and with it, experience has shown, we can expect the usual nuttber of applicator accidents.
The Aeronautics Commission is very specific in its requirements for
aerial applicators operating in the state both for pilots and planes.
Pilot requirements for a state permit are a minimum of 300 hours, at
least 25 of which must have been in aerial application under the direct
supervision of a responsible dusting operator. A temporary permit may
be obtained when a responsible operator signs a statement that he will
personalli supervise the first 25 hburs of a new pilot's operations,
however, the new pilot mast still have the 300 hours minimum.
.
Planes must be equipped with suitable safety belts and shoulder ·
harness. The Commission also urges the use of hard hats or helmeis for
duster pilots. A supply of these helmets is on hand at the Commission
office and will be sold at cost to encourage their use.
NOT.MlS

Hem1ngway
A power line formerly locateff on the northeast end of the Hemingway
landing strip has been moved . 450 feet back from the end of the strip so
that the entire length is now usable.
Owen$ Field
Ropes used for tie-down of transient planes at Owens Field, Columbia, have been disappearing from their embedded rings. Henceforth,
these ropes will be available from the personnel in the Aeronautics
Commission hangar.
·
Aiken
.
The Aircraft J.!ain tenance Company, located on the Aiken Airport, announces that gas and oil are now available on the field. 80 and 100
octane gas will be pumped, according to Dick Henry, operator of the
company.
SURVEY BILL PASSES
A bill to provide $10,00D for making a survey of airline needs and
traffic potential in the State of South Carolina has passed both houses
of the legislature as reported out of the Free Conference Committee.
The Governor's signature is needed to make this law, and the state will
be in a position t .o show airline need before the Civil Aeronautics
Board in Washington. This is the culmination of a long struggle by
aviation interests in the state to get the cause of additional airline
service before the public and airlines serving the south.
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